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Mcdodo CH-4360 magnetic inductive charger
The  Mcdodo  CH-4360  is  a  breakthrough  in  charging  and  convenience.  This  ultra-thin  and  compact  magnetic  charger  not  only  offers
efficient charging, but also provides maximum convenience when using your phone. It  uses N52's powerful magnets to ensure instant
connection and works even when there is a case on your phone. Here are some key features that make this charger an indispensable
addition to your smartphone.
 
Magnetic charging 
Thanks to the N52's strong magnets, the Mcdodo CH-4360 charger will sit perfectly on your smartphone and allow for efficient charging.
It's  a  time-saving  solution  that  eliminates  the  frustration  of  difficult  connectors.  What's  more,  the  Mcdodo  CH-4360  offers  efficient
charging with a maximum power of 15W/10W/7.5W/5W, allowing you to charge your phone quickly.
 
Safety Guarantee
Mcdodo takes care of your phone's safety while charging. The charger is equipped with multiple safety features, including over-current,
overcharging, overheating and short circuit protection. Rest assured that your 14/13/12 Apple brand phone will  be charged safely and
reliably.
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Elegant and durable design
The Mcdodo CH-4360 charger is designed with aesthetics and durability in mind. Its thin and elegant design fits into any interior, and the
use of aluminum alloy and TPE material guarantees long-lasting durability. This is a product that combines functionality with aesthetics.
 
	Manufacturer 
	Mcdodo
	Model
	CH-4360
	Dimensions 
	56 × 5.4 mm
	Material 
	Aluminum alloy + TPE
	Interface 
	Type C
	Cable length 
	1 m 
	Weight 
	44 g
	Color 
	black 
	Input
	5V⎓2A, 9V⎓2A
	Output
	15W/10W/7.5W/5W

Preço:

€ 10.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Carregadores, Wireless chargers
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